PRE-PRODUCTION GUIDE TO

REFINING YOUR VIDEO
& SHOOTING WITH PURPOSE

Before starting, you should have already answered the
most important questions about the video:
1. Who is the audience for your production?
2. What is the message (information) you’re trying to
share?
3. What response do you want from your audience?
If you’re not able to clearly answer these questions, you’re
very likely not ready for the planning process.
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REFINING A STORY
Great stories aren’t just created. They need work to make the most of your
limited time. Use these tools to help your story connect.
PROBLEM
Focus on one problem your audience feels. Tapping into those feelings always
connects better than reasons or thoughts.
CONFLICT
Great stories have conflict - the problem that needs to be solved. Describe the
conflict your audience has with the problem. Make this as uncomfortable as
possible.
RESOLUTION
Show your solution to the problem as unique and accessible. Both of these lock
people into your brand.
RESPONSES
Limit possible actions to get better results from your videos.

SCRIPT/VOICE OVER/INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

All dialogue, every word, should be there for a reason. Video doesn’t allow for
wasted time or words. Make every one count. Think through these elements of
your story or interview:
Who are you?
Why will your target audience care who you are?
How does your target audience struggle and what you can help them with?
What obstacles will they have to face?
How can you make them the hero?

The pre-production phase should include all the following elements:
1. All dialog/spoken words/interview questions and who is going to speak
them. Be specific, because this will avoid discovering gaps when it comes
time to edit.
2. All visual elements, matched to the spoken words. These should be a
description which identifies the speaker(s) on screen, the visual elements in
the shot, and the location, such as “Medium shot of Dr Smith sitting at his
desk.”
____ Make a shot list using your script or outline of each shot you need, with a
reference back to the script. A shot is anytime the camera starts and stops, so
shot one would be the first in your planned script, etc. Then, for each shot break
down all the elements needed to get that shot, including:
On-screen people, whether actors, interview subjects, etc.
The location for the shot.
____ Make a determination about location needs including best time of day for
the shoot, possible composition, power needs, weather, etc.
3. Any props, costumes, clothing, hairstyles, furniture, or things seen on camera.
4. Video needs, such as type and number of camera(s), tripod, lighting needs,
such as sunlight, external lights, diffusors and/or reflectors.
5. Audio needs, such as microphones, sound treatment, field recorders, etc.
____ Create a shooting schedule
Determine the availability of the required people, locations, and
equipment. Begin with the days you will be shooting, then allot time for
set-up, each shot you will accomplish, breaks, and putting everything
away. Use the rough estimate of 10 minutes of shooting for 1 minute of
final product to start, but only if it makes sense for your project.
And allow time at the end of your schedule to 'pick-up' extra shots or redo mistakes that were made.

____ Create an editing schedule This will vary greatly depending on the
complexity of your project. You'll need to allot time for the following tasks:
1. Reviewing (and possibly logging) all of the footage you shot
2. Selecting shots
3. Creating added visuals such as slides and keys.
4. Selecting music if needed
5. Putting it all together, often starting with a 'rough' edit followed by a final cut.
____ Plan how you will know if your project is done.
While this sounds obvious, you might need to get final approval for your project.
If you are working with a team who gets the final say? Will this be communicated
to the right people int he right sequence? This is important, because if the editor
thinks the project is done, they might delete the project and have nothing left for
edits.
____ Plan how you will get your project out into the world.
This could be as simple as uploading to YouTube or as complex as shipping
hundreds of DVDs. Even the simple plan needs to be thought about:
Whose video channel is it going on?
Can you upload the file yourself?

